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Planning for a Bounce-Back 

Year 

When the DACC Board of Trustees blessed the College’s strate-
gic-planning matrix for 2021-22, employees in every department 
had their marching orders. 
 
The matrix is DACC’s one-sheet operational plan that helps     
inform department goals, budget expenditures, and new initia-
tives. As President Nacco says, “The matrix is a snapshot of our 
key priorities for the coming year (and) reflects a continuous-
improvement cycle among the four key pillars of student learning, 
student success, institutional excellence, and organizational   
advancement.” 
 
The new matrix goes into effect on July 1 and covers a 12-month 
period through June 30, 2022. As always, developing the matrix 
for the coming year begins with the DACC Board of Trustees   
during their mid-winter financial retreat. Their ideas combine with 
those from the College’s long-range master plans—especially the 
five-year plans for academic affairs and student services. Then 
over the next four months, through the end of May, various drafts 
are circulated throughout the DACC community (Cabinet mem-
bers, faculty and staff, and students) for input. 
 
Some matrix items are continuations from the prior year’s matrix. 
President Nacco explains, “You can pretty much tell from the 
verb whether the strategy is in its initial stage—as something we 
‘investigate’ or ‘explore.’ In the next year or so, this may be 
something we ‘implement.’ And having implemented this strategy, 
in a subsequent year this will we something to ‘assess’ or 
‘evaluate.’” 
 
This year’s matrix underwent 16 draft versions before Board 
Members gave it one last review—and approval—during the   
May 27 meeting. 
 
The 2021-22 matrix follows a familiar theme of preparing DACC 
for the Oct. 4 visit by the HLC for a focused visit. The matrix’s 
shorthand style references this as “prepare and present materials 
via a SharePoint repository that meets the 3A, 4B, and 5D Crite-
ria.” SharePoint is DACC’s recently installed intranet system that 
enables employees and students to share documents electroni-
cally in a secure environment. 
 
Under the “Student Learning” column, the new matrix will also 
explore weekend college with a revival or a modification to the 
Saturday 6-pack format introduced in the spring. With the State  
of Illinois adopting a new law to establish a “consortium” for    
addressing the shortage of credentialed pre-K-through-second-
grade teachers, DACC will need to build an affordable and fully 
transferable associate in applied science program in early-
childhood development. 
 
One of the last ideas to find its way to the new matrix emerged 
during a recent discussion with the Faculty Association. The  
Faculty’s executive committee and Academic Affairs Vice      
President Natalie Page agreed that DACC needs a Teaching & 
Learning & Technology Center that operates all year round. As 
Dr. Page says, “Federal funding is available for us to build a   

dedicated center to support Faculty on a daily and as-needed 
basis for sharing pedagogical strategies and for acquiring new 
skills for incorporating technology into their teaching.” 
 
A DACC-managed barber school will help fill the void after the 
recent closing of the local Tricoci school. The impending arrival  
of a Danville casino has inspired the College to develop          
programs in hospitality, restaurant management, game           
operations, and gaming-machine repair. 
 
The most surprising new initiative under the “Student Success” 
column is to investigate the feasibility and desirability of           
affordable on-campus housing for students. The State            
Legislature recently adopted a law allowing community            
colleges to own and manage residence halls. 
 
The “Institutional Excellence” column features several capital 
improvements for facilities, including the Clock Tower and      
Horticulture Center, the robotics lab, a casino-tech center, an 
expanded eSports lab, and the student union in Lincoln Hall.      
In the “Organizational Advancement” column, the thematic      
strategies of “resources, relationships, and “reputation” include 
strategies for restoring the revenue lost from the pandemic-
related enrollment decline. 
 
As with every matrix, the 2021-22 edition of the matrix provides    
a snapshot of what DACC stakeholders consider the top priorities 
for the coming year. As President Nacco says, “If it’s on the     
matrix, it’s important. If something used to be on the matrix but 
isn’t there anymore, either we accomplished whatever it was or 
else it’s no longer deemed critical to our mission.” 
 
For example, “coping with COVID” was rife throughout last year’s 
matrix. And as President Nacco says, “Thanks to vaccinations, 
the pandemic is conspicuously absent from this year’s plan.” 

“Danville Area Community College is committed to providing quality, innovative, and accessible learning experiences which meet the life-long     
academic, cultural, and economic needs of our diverse communities and the world we share.” 

UPDATE FOR THE DACC BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND DACC FOUNDATION BOARD 

June 2021 

One of the top priorities in the coming year will be to provide 
food service throughout the College in 2021-22, including the 
Mary Miller Complex. Shown here at the concession stand are 
Adult Education’s Susie Landers, Cashier Julie McClintock, and 
Middle College students Ella Frerichs and Kyleigh Sigler.  
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Summertime Fun for Kids 
The kiddos have come out of COVID hibernation—and in numbers not seen at DACC 

for several years. 

On June 7, more than 50 began banging basketballs on the hardwood of the air-

conditioned Mary Miller gym. A dozen others signed up to learn welding in the Tech 

Center.  

A week later, children ranging from third graders to high schoolers began swarming 

into the TV studio to learn video production, to the eSports lab for gaming camp, to 

Auto Tech for car camp, to Clock Tower for painting, pottery, DJ or hip-hop, to the 

Fischer Theater for acting classes, to the culinary kitchen to become master bakers, 

and to the Bremer Center for rock camp.  

DACC’s College for Kids camps have generated tons of buzz in the community with 

more than 250 kids participating in 28 camps. Director Laura Hensgen says, “All is 

great on the College for Kids front. Camp numbers are very high this year. We’ve   

had many campus fill up and the instructors have all been willing to add additional 

camps.” Ms. Hensgen points out that most of the classes have waiting lists and that 

RJ Rowland’s “welding tech” and Dana Wheeler’s “master baker” camp opened up 

additional sections to accommodate more students. 

Community Education Assistant Leslie Sconce says that one of the chief selling   

points is that the classes are in person. “We have parents who have called and      

specifically asked if these classes are on campus vs. Zoom and are ecstatic when 

they are told they are on campus.” 

One of the more pleasant surprises was the popularity of Career Camp, which        

College Express sponsored for free for children between grades 5 and 7. DACC       

instructors gave nearly 20 children a sampling of criminal justice, culinary arts,       

horticulture, early-child education, healthcare, and construction classes that would     

be available in College Express. 

The only class that didn’t fill up right away was STEM (Science Technology           

Engineering Mathematics). But a flurry of registrations took place in early June.       

Ms. Sconce’s explanation for this late surge in STEM students: “With summer school 

ending, parents began looking for more educational opportunities for their children, 

and STEM fit the bill.” 

After having been trapped in online education for the past year and a half, science   

and math classes are a lot more fun when they’re in person.  

Remembering Earl Snyder  

Back in 1987, David and Leland Snyder created the Earl Snyder Family 
Achievement Award in honor of their father. Earl was born in Indianola in      
1902 and helped found Jamaica High School in 1955. The scholarship was  
earmarked for Jamaica High graduates.  

Even after the closing of Jamaica High and the regional consolidation that  
transferred Sidell and Fairmount residents to Salt Fork High, the Snyder       
brothers have continued to build the endowment through the years. Recently, 
Salt Fork Superintendent Phil Cox suggested that the DACC Foundation would 
be a suitable home for the scholarship. 

Leland loved the idea and called DACC Foundation Executive Director Tonya 
Hill, who says, “The brothers are turning their father’s scholarship over to us 
because we can handle endowments and they embrace the idea of students 
attending DACC after high school.” 

As a result, the $113,000 Earl Snyder Family Achievement Award scholarship 
will support Salt Fork grads who pursue a college degree at DACC. This is     
consistent with the Snyder Family philosophy that “through a good education, 
the individual can be a responsible citizen, helping in local as well as national 
issues.”  

Leland is pleased that the legacy that he and his brother built in honor of their 
father Earl will live on in perpetuity. He says, “This is the best outcome—that   
our father’s scholarship has found a permanent home with DACC.” 

Over 50 kids of all sizes enjoyed basketball camp with 
Coach Gouard and Assistant Coach Rick Voyles. 

Kids at RJ Rowland’s welding camp went home with 
their arms wrapped around the steel fire pits they made.  

DACC and the Diversity Team celebrated Asian American   
and Pacific Islander Heritage Month in May by featuring    
prominent Asian-Americans. Shown here is former DACC 
sociology professor and liberal-arts Dean Lily Sui (right), who 
currently teaches pottery and cooking classes for Community 
Education. In this video clip on the Web site and Facebook, 
she’s discussing Asian cooking with student intern Kia 
Burke. Professor Siu also provides insightful reflections on 
race relations—past, present, and future—from a deeply    
personal perspective. 
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SharePoint’s June Launch  
DACC officially launched SharePoint on June 2 with more than 75 Faculty and Staff participating in a Zoom presentation. DACC ’s SharePoint    
provider, Netrix, delivered a webinar to introduce the College’s new employee portal for storing, managing, and sharing information.  

Director of Online Education Maggie Hoover, Assistant Jung Ae Merrick, Chief Information Officer Mark Barnes, and a team of Faculty and Staff 
worked for more than a year to prepare SharePoint for the momentous unveiling. As Ms. Hoover points out, “The Employee Portal will ultimately 
become a one-stop repository for all employee information and documents. Only DACC Faculty and Staff have access to this portal.” 

Documents that had formerly appeared under the Employee Resources link on 
the DACC Web site have migrated over to the Employee Resources directory of 
the Employee Portal. A link to the new Portal appears along the top of the 
DACC homepage as “Employee Portal.” 

The training session provided an overview of the new employee portal and 
some basic SharePoint functionality. Eventually, the Office 365 programs for 
Word, PowerPoint, and Excel, will also migrate into the portal. As Ms. Hoover 
says, “The portal will enable employees to collaborate on preparing documents 
or reports in real time, but with safeguards to prevent employees from overwrit-
ing each other’s work.” 

Supporting a teamwork approach to document management is one of the        
key benefits of the SharePoint portal. This is especially important as DACC    
continues to improve the quality of accreditation materials in advance of the 
HLC’s focused visit on Oct. 4, a periodic review in 2023, and future HLC visits. 

Employees who have yet to see the Employee Portal training video are welcome 
to receive the link directly by reaching out to Ms. Hoover and Ms. Merrick at 
ols@dacc.edu 

Alternate Energy Instructor Greg            

Hansbraugh is an industry expert who 

helps graduates connect to high-into       

high-paying careers in wind tech and       

solar energy. He's shown here during     

Commencement with Cody Hansbraugh 

and Evan Frerichs. 

They Said It  
“It has been a privilege to work at DACC, while implementing and completing some critical projects as your Chief Academic Officer. I was fortunate to 
collaborate with some incredibly talented individuals. I appreciate the opportunity I was given to significantly contribute to DACC via the HLC Focused 
Visit, Dual Credit, Academic Master Plan, program and course development, as well as managing the many unpredictable facets of COVID-19 along 

with other pressing academic-affairs initiatives. I am deeply grateful to all of you for the support and friendship you have shown me over this past year. 
Thank you for being amazing people.” 

---Dr. Natalie Page, on announcing her resignation from DACC due to family matters. She will  step down from the position of vice president 
of academic affairs on July 31, but then continue to serve as a special consultant through the HLC Focused Visit in October. 

DACC Board of Trustees Vice Chair        

Greg Wolfe (left) and new Board Members 

Sandra Finch and Dylan Haun attended the 

2021 ICCTA Annual Convention in Normal 

on June 4 and 5. Ms. Finch and Mr. Haun 

participated in Board training sessions 

while Mr. Wolfe met with ICCTA officials.   

Thanks to the Diversity Team, DACC       

celebrated Pride Week from June 7-11.  

Jessica Aquino rounded up the usual     

suspects like President Nacco, Security 

Officer Cliff Hegg and G4S Officer Ryan 

Buckley to show their support for the 

LGBTQ community by displaying support-

ive messages and accessorizing their     

normally drab and uninspired sartorial 

wear. 

mailto:ols@dacc.edu
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Applause  

For Career and Veteran    

Specialist Kellie McBride and 

Building Services Attendant/

First Shift Supervisor         

Jennifer Miller. They earned 

commendations based on       

a recommendation from     

Business & Technology Dean 

Terri Cummings, who wrote, 

“As I was walking Dr. Page 

over to Mary Miller for the 

Nursing pinning today we 

passed by the Horticulture 

building to find Kellie and 

Jennifer with shovels in hand 

cleaning the pond so it will be 

presentable for graduation 

tomorrow. Their efforts should 

be commended.”  

For Marketing Associate Professor Jen Slavik, named by digital-

courseware provider Stukent as the June 2021 Professor of the 

Month based on a student nominations. Prof. Slavik was praised      

for the vast range of technology she incorporates into her teaching, 

including those related to marketing principles and essentials,       

social-media marketing, and “consumer behavior” courses.  

“Danville Area Community College does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability or age in its         

programs or activities.” 

The Roar of Robotics 
Auto tech, welding, manufacturing, and wind tech can get pretty loud with all of that 
banging and clanging. So if you’re looking to sneak off for a quick nap in the Tech 
Center, the place to go has always been the robotics lab. For a number of years 
now, this has been the quietest place on campus. 

But not anymore. 

Business and Technology Dean Terri Cummings, Manufacturing Instructor Doug 
Hunter, Computer Networking Instructor Jeff Wise, Computer Technician Vince 
Frost, and Maintenance Mechanic Garry Morris are working hard this summer to 
help the robotics lab get loud for the Fall semester. 

In the past year, the College is developing a new robotics certificate and already has 
ICCB approval for a course—ROBO 100 (Introduction to Robotics)—to address 
regional demand for more workers who have skills in robotics programming and 
troubleshooting. Says Dean Cummings, “Based on feedback from our manufactur-
ing advisory council and discussions with manufacturers, it has become clear that 
robotics training is a career skill that is highly sought after and will continue to grow 
in the local industrial setting.” 

Currently, local manufacturers are training their incumbent workers and new hires 
themselves or through outside trainers. Says Professor Hunter, “We believe DACC can provide local employers with a steady pool of our        
students who are prepared for modern manufacturing careers.” 

To introduce the new robotics class properly, the College is rehabilitating the current robotics lab to support what Professor Hunter calls “a more 
intense automation curriculum.” Professor Hunter has built a new teaching station, while Professor Wise is installing new software to operate the 
robots. Mr. Morris is rewiring the lab, and Mr. Frost is retrofitting a projector, speakers, and whiteboard.  

Developing a full certificate program is a key priority over the coming months. Dean Cummings and the faculty continue to meet with local        
manufacturers to brainstorm on other courses to complement the robotics class. Says Dean Cummings, “We already offer several of the required 
courses and this realignment into a certificate should get us close to meeting the needs of local industry.” 

Computer Technician Vince Frost is among the team 
who are working this summer to revitalize robotics at 
DACC.  

Showing Travis Foster (left) around DACC is his         

supervisor, Facilities Executive Director Doug Adams. 

Mr. Foster joined DACC on June 3 as a Building Ser-

vices Attendant to supervise the 2nd (or p.m.) shift.  

Career Services’ Kellie McBride 

and Facilities’ Jennifer Miller 

earned commendations for show-

ing the initiative to clean up the 

decorative pond near the en-

trance to the Julius Hegeler Orna-

mental Horticulture Center.   


